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NONOSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

IN CONICAL DOMAINS

W. ALLEGRETTO

Abstract. Nonoscillation criteria are established for a class of higher order

elliptic equations defined in conical domains.

There has been considerable interest in recent years in establishing oscilla-

tion and nonoscillation criteria for elliptic equations. We refer the reader to

the books by C. A. Swanson [7] and K. Kreith [4], where extensive bibliogra-

phies may be found.

While most of the interest has centered on second and fourth order

equations, Allegretto [1] and Noussair and Yoshida [6] have recently estab-

lished nonoscillation criteria for higher order equations. All of these results

however, except for one of the criteria of [6], were obtained for the case where

the unbounded domain considered was the complement of a sphere.

It is the purpose of this paper to establish some nonoscillation criteria for

higher order elliptic equations which are defined in domains contained, at

infinity, in cones of angle not greater than it/2. Our criteria, unlike the result

of [6] mentioned above, will depend both on the angle of the cone considered

and on the dimension of the underlying Euclidean space.

We remark that the introduction of eigenvalues or of other quantities which

may prove, in general, difficult to calculate has been deliberately avoided in

the presentation.

Let Í2 be an unbounded domain of w-dimensional Euclidean space Em. We

denote points of Em by x = (x,, . . . , xm) and differentiation with respect to

x, by D¡, i = 1, . . . , m. For any subdomain F of ß, we denote by ||-1| (F) the

LP(F) norm and by (•, •) the L2(F) inner product. If F is obvious from the

context we write ||-1| for ||- \\p(F) etc. We consider the differential expression

L formally given in the standard multi-index notation by

Lu = (-\)n      2      Da (aaßDßu) - a^u,       aaß = aßa.

\a\-\ß\-n

The coefficients of L are defined in S2, real, and sufficiently regular so that all
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derivatives involved in L exist and are at least continuous in fi - R for some

sphere R.

We further assume that L is uniformly strongly elliptic in any bounded

subdomain F of Q. Consequently, it follows that by the usual means, see for

example [2], L can be used to define an operator, denoted by £, whose

domain is contained in the Sobolev space H°(F), formed by completing the

space C¿°(F) in the Sobolev norm: ||m||2 = 2|a|<n/f-|Z>at/|2 dx.

A bounded domain F c Q is a nodal domain for L iff there exists a

nontrivial function u E H°(F) such that tu = 0. L is termed nonoscillatory

in fi iff there exists a sphere R, centered at the origin, such that L has no

nodal domains in ß - R.

With the symmetric expression (ao>p)|a|-|0|-n '* 's POSSlDle to associate a

symmetric matrix (A¡j)¡¡ml iJVby the procedure of [1], [5]. Specifically let o

be a bijection from the first (n + m — l)!/rt!(m — 1)! integers to the set of

m-tuples with sum n. We define Ay by Ay = aa(i)a(J). Clearly the specific

choice of a does not affect the smallest eigenvalue of (Ay).

We make one further restriction on the expression L. We assume that there

exists an elliptic expression /0, given by

'o" -("I)"      1      D"(baßD^u),
M-l/si-7.

with constant coefficients and ellipticity constant ¡u0 such that the symmetric

matrix associated with (aaß(x) - baß) is nonnegative definite for all x E Í2 -

R. It then follows from the results of [1] that for L to be nonoscillatory in £2 it

is sufficient that the expression

lxu = (-l)"A"u - aoo/Xg-'M

be nonoscillatory in Í2. In the sequel, we therefore obtain explicitly our results

only for the expression /,.

We also assume that ß is sufficiently narrow so that for all |x| sufficiently

large it is contained in the cone Ca = [x\xm > a\x\) with 1 > a > 0.

It is clear from the nature of the problem that it is sufficient to consider

only subdomains of Q which are in the complement of a sufficiently large

sphere in Em. Consequently, without loss of generality and without further

mention we shall always assume that any function 9 E C0°°(ß) considered in

the sequel has support in {x\ \x\ > r) where r is chosen for convenience and

sufficiently large.

We begin by stating the following well-known result, whose proof can be

found, in particular, as an immediate consequence of the results of [7, p. 187].

Lemma 0. Let 9 E C0°°(ñ), y < 0, w E C2(ß) and w positive in fí. Then the

following inequality is valid:

. m

I   NY2(A4»)2>( «i>2«'J pm . J pm
2A[M>]
i=i
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We observe that the behaviour of w on the boundary of ß is immaterial to

our considerations.

Corollary 0. Let <b E C0°°(ß). Then the following inequality is valid:

c m

0)     Jj<2(A*)2>,
i=i

(y + m- 2)2      (m - 1)

+    1 - a

The proof of Corollary 0 follows immediately from the choice to =

|x|_s(xm|x|_1 - a), with 8 = (m + y - 2)/2, in Lemma 0. A better result

could be obtained by the introduction of the eigenvalue of a singular

Sturm-Liouville problem as was done in [3] for the case y = 0, but this

eigenvalue would appear to be, in general, difficult to calculate explicitly.

Lemma 1. Let <p E C0°°(ß), y < 0. Then the following inequality holds:

m

Ll<    2    [V •"«.♦]'
J c m .

(2)

/,, ...,<„=1

"-»r (y + m-2- 2jf      (m - 1)
-+> n

\j-o[
1 - a f |*f2"+V.J p-m

Proof. If n = 1 then inequality (2) reduces to inequality (1). Assuming that

inequality (2) is valid for n — T we observe that

(X     Ï     [A • • • ̂ rf
J cm . |

» '>+1 - 1

-J>f     2      2 [^(^■•■^.♦)]a
'2. • ■ •. 'r+1 " 1 '1 = 1

(y + m - 2)2      (m - 1)

4 ~ +    1 - a

(y + m - 2)2      (m - 1)

4 " +    1 - a

Li-i 2     (A2
¡2, . . . , iT+ , = 1

D^)2

r (y - 4 + m - 2/)2       (« - 1)

4^ " +    1 - an
j=u

/ MT'a"V

- n
[j-o

T r (v - 2 + m - 2/)2      (m - 1) ]] f
+ —-   r I   \x\1

y-2(T+\),2
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The statement of the lemma now follows by induction.

Combining the above results we can now state our first theorem:

Theorem 1. Assume that

n-lr   /...        <-i        ->.\2

(3) limsup[fl00it0-1|x|+2''] < IT

M->°° 7 = 0

(m - 2 - 2jY       (m - 1)
-:-  +

1 - a

Then the expression /, is nonoscillatory in ß.

Proof. We first observe that for any function 9 E C0°°(ß) we have as an

immediate consequence of Green's formula the identity:

j   9(-l)nA"9=f 2       [D¡r ■ ■ Di9}\
Jp-m J cm . L ' n      A

*■ *■     I,, ...,/„ =1

If we assume that /, is oscillatory then given any sphere R there exist a

bounded domain Fcß-Ä and a nontrivial function u E H®(F) such that

(4) (- l)"(u, A"«) - {aoo^xu, u) < 0.

Furthermore, by a simple limit argument we see that inequality (2) is also

valid for u. Estimating the first inner product of (4) by means of (2) leads to

the desired contradiction.

We note that the constant on the right-hand side of (3) is positive,

regardless of the values of m and n. This is considerably different from the

results obtained for the case where Í2 is the complement of a sphere in Em,

where for some values of n and m, a result such as (3) is known to be false. As

an example of such a case it is sufficient to take the case n = 1, m = 2 where

the best result is known to be [1]

lim sup r<5fooii0-1|x|+2(ln|x|)2l < - .
M-«   L J      4

We also observe that as a consequence of Theorem 1 it follows that if a^ is

defined in the complement of a sphere and if, for some t,

lim sup [flooiV'l^l "1 = T < + °°>
|x|-*oc

then /, is nonoscillatory in the cones Ca where a is any number which makes

the right-hand side of (3) greater than r. To illustrate this remark we consider

the case of the operation l2u = A2w - /c2|jc|-4w = 0 in E3, with k large. In this

case we find that l2 is nonoscillatory in any cone Ca where

1 > a >(4A: - 9X4* - l)"1.

We also compare the result of Theorem 1 with the known result [1] for the

case where m > 2n and ß is the complement of a sphere. In such a case the

nonoscillation of /, is implied by the condition
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"tt1  (m + 4J ~ 2nf
(5) lim sup Uon/!„ X\x\    I < H   -a-•

1x1-00 j = 0 4

Condition (3) is clearly better than condition (5) when the cone is sufficiently

narrow, that is, for a near 1.

In conclusion we remark that extended Sobolev estimates can be used to

obtain integral nonoscillation criteria similar to those of [1].

Theorem 2. Assume that m > 2n and that for some e, 0 < e < 1, there

exists a sphere R such that

■-' \jm-2- 2/)2      (m - 1)
e\x\     H H     -4- +    ! _ g    i

Then the expression /, is nonoscillatory in ß.

Proof. Set

«•-• ( im-2 -2/)2      (m - 1)

£Lm/2n(ß- R).

7 = 0

c = ^n  —-A— +
1

Proceeding as in [1] we find that if /, is oscillatory then for any sphere Rx

there exists a bounded domain F c ß - Rx and function u E H^iF) such

that

(6) (M,(-l)"AnW)-Ooo/io"V«)<0.

Employing Lemma 1, with y = 0, we find

(«, (- 1)"A"M) > (1 - e)(«, (-1)"A."m) + v^xt{\x\-2nu, u).

Substituting this result into (6) gives

(7) (M, (- 1)"A"M) - j^— ((|xf2"t;e - aoo)_ u, u) < 0.

We observe that the second inner product in (7) can be estimated as was done

in [1] by means of Holder's inequality and generalized Sobolev estimates [2, p.

24], so that for some constant C, inequality (7) becomes

< 0.(4) („, (-i)VM)[i - ^ iHxr2" - *oo)_L/2n(fi - *,)

Choosing Rx sufficiently large gives the desired contradiction.
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